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ABSTRACT: Apparatus for repetitively dispensing accurately 
measures of liquid which comprises a bottle and a dispensing 
device installed thereon including a cap having a hole in it and 
adapted to ?t on the neck of the bottle. The device also in 
cludes a glass barrel having a shoulder about its upper end for 
seating upon the upper end of the inside of the neck of the bot 
tle so as to depend beneath the hole in the cap through the 
neck and into the bottle. A delivery tube has a lower end 
opening into the barrel and extends upwardly therefrom 
through the barrel and the hole in the cap to a spout on its 
outer end. A ?rst check valve is disposed within the barrel 
beneath the lower end of the delivery tube for normally clos 
ing the lower end. of the barrel, and a second check valve is 
disposed within the delivery tube for normally closing its lower 
end. A glass plunger on the delivery tube is reciprocal within 
-the barrel, in response to raising and lowering of the outer end 
of the delivery tube, between different vertical positions in the 
barrel above the lower check valve. A ?rst stop surrounds the 
delivery tube above the plunger and below the cap, and a 
second stop surrounds the delivery tube above the cap. A 
volumetric scale is arranged along the length of the delivery 
tube below the second stop and above the plunger and the ?rst 
stop is adjustable along the length of the delivery tube to per 
mit it to be moved to an adjusted position along the scale for 
varying the stroke of the plunger and thus the volume of liquid 
to be dispensed. 
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. 'APPARATUSFOR msrrahsmcuQuiu ' 

liquids; and, more‘, particularly; tov improved apparatus" of this 
type includingadevice adapted to depend froma‘ bottle cap 
and into liquid within the bottle topermit- repetitive'dispensing , i, 
of accurately,measuredquantitiesof'such liquid} 3 v 
1 ' Devicesof this type arefrequentlyusediin scienti?c labora; . _ 
‘tories where‘measuredquantitiesI of chemicalreagents tor the 
like ‘must be ,transferredjfrom storage‘ bottles to test-‘tubes or 
other small receptacles; Prior devices ofithistype have'incom 
mon a'delivery tube which jexten‘dsrthrough,thecapand con 
nects atits lowerendiwitha barrel depending'into the bottle 
beneath the ‘capUAplungeris reciprocal within the barrel and’ 

' ‘ posed above ‘an'd‘yb'elow the' connection of f. check valves are; _ 
the barrelqwithejthe;delivery-tube. Thus; upon‘ lifting of the 

' plunger by rneansofa partabove the cap,'liquid in the bottle .-_is 
alternately 'drawn intothe delivery time abqvethe lower che'ck . 
valve. and then forced past the upper check'valve and out the 
outer endof the tube; uponllowering ofthe’plungerh A‘ volu 
metrieiscale indicates the displace'rnentxof the ‘plunger whenait 
isllifted and-stopsllimit the .movement of thefplungei'f to ya 
desiredamountso that the operator'rnay repetitively dispense 
measured quantities: of “liquid; 'At-“least the. portions; of _‘ vthe 
delivery. tube, ‘barrel, and fplunger' constantly exposed to such 
liquids are made‘ of glass in ‘order, to protect them :againstthe 
deleterious effects of the bottled liquids; ' ‘ ' -' ‘ > - 

, i In one such device,,which is shown in ‘Shapiro US. Pat. No. 
3,143,252, the‘barrel issupportedfrom the'neck ‘of the bottle 
and beneath a hole in§the cap, and the delivery ‘tubeextends 
concentrically within'the barrel-to a‘ elevel'i'above“ the cap and 
then’ . laterallyv outwardly; to aaspoutr on ' its :outer end.‘ The 
plunger ofthisdeyice-isl'disposed abovethelaterallexten't of 

-' the deliveryi'tubejandcarriesstopslforalternately engaging the 
lbarrelitol limit‘,recilttirocat'ion'z of the ‘plunger? The‘ volumetric 
scale ,is'along ‘th‘e?length'of the barrel above the cap and one of 

‘j thelstopsisfadjustablelengthwiseIofthe'sca 1m permitvarying 
'thestrokeoftheplungeriy. " " ' " ' ""“ ~ 

v ‘ '- -~_v‘ln another ‘s'uchdevic'el theiielivery‘ and ibarrel‘l'are in- . 
stead arrangedside by'sideandieittendlintotheibottlezthrough . 
holes in"thelcap.‘-;ln.thisdevice; thellow'er' end of the Barrel has 

' :a'lateral connection with‘ the. delivery tubeintermediatef the ' 
v45 upper and lower check valves and beneath‘the‘ plunger in ‘the 

barrel.:'_l'herei isa volumetric‘scale- on thedelivery'tubeabove 
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v "l‘his'finiien'tion‘v relates ‘generally to apparatus ‘for dispensing ' 

tov 

Another object is“ to‘ [provide a " device of i, the , character _ 
.described'in the foregoing ‘object which consists of a minimum, ‘ _' . 
number of p'art‘s‘which maybe easily taken apart. for'cleaning 
or‘ repair'and which‘ require nol‘plastic ,tubing'for‘ interconnec; 7 
tion within the bottle; I 

tive".~.-~-.- ‘. ‘I v 

' Afurther objectisto 

;‘taccidentalldisplacement;x v '7 . g, .i v . t g 

’ s - A stillifurther object “isto provide such aidevice'in which ‘all 

.1? 
A still v‘further object is to provide =su _ I . 

"high degree of accuracy,.even when-the plunger iszloperated at ' 

parts normally vvdisposedl'within the'bottle are made of vglass _ ' 

of plastic for other less‘fragile material.‘ 1. > 11. - 
and the remaining parts normally‘outsi'de the-bottle-are made 

‘ ch in device-having a 

Y arapidrate;= 

29 
' embodiments of the invention, by apparatus comprising a bot-- I 
tle, a cap for attachment to thefbottle and having a hole in it, ' ' 
and a glass barrel for extension through‘the neck of the, bottle 
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,_I,Th'ese and other objects,.advantages'mnd featuresof the in-' 
vention are accomplished,'iin’accordance?with:thezillustrated 

beit?ath the hole in the cap. A? delivery tube connects-with the 
‘barrel at its-lower end and‘extendsupwardlywithinthe barrel 
andithrough the holejinithe cap to project from thelhole in the 

. caprA ?rst check valve normally closes the barrel'beneath the 
' ' ‘connection therewith ofthe deliveryltu'berand a second check 4 I 

I valve normally closes the tube. above its lower end.vA glass ' 

as 

plunger on the delivery tube ‘is re'ciprocat'ed in the barrel, by 
means, of the outer end of the delivery tube, between different 
vertical positions in the'barrel above the first checkvalver 
1M A'?rst‘ stop surroundsthedeliverytube above the plunger 1 _ 
andbelow the" cap to limit upward‘kmove‘ment' of the plunger, j ' ' 

“ as \by‘engag'ement with the-bottom‘ ofthe cap. Aise'cond stop 
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‘s'urroun‘dsthe delivery’tube above the cap and normally rests 
onvthe- top ‘ot‘ct'he cap to-limit downward movement of the 
pluriger. Thustl-the-stroke' ofthe'v'plungerranrl thus-the‘ volume 
of/liqu'idto' be dispensed,v is dependent'up'on the'position of the - 

‘ ttwoi‘stopsr'That is,"u‘pon ‘liftingof the tube from- its normally 

the‘cap,~and7tl_r_e upper end'of the plunger above the cap car? -. 
ries a stop which'alternat'ely:engages with 1the ~'top'»_'of-‘the cap 
andanadjustabl'e‘partonf'the deliverytubeli “ " 
Q In both of the'se"devices,~'the adjustable‘ stop'is disposed out-' 
side of the‘ bottle and above‘th‘e cap‘ in a position where it may‘ , 
be accidentally displaced. Also, neither produces ‘the accuracy, 
in dispensing which is often required, particularly when the 
=plunger is reciprocating at afast rate. _ .r ' I‘ ' 

. In addition to the foregoing, the, device ‘disclosed. in the 
Shapiro Patent necessarily has a large portion of the glass bar 
rel and the plunger-extending above the cap, even'when the, 

- .device'is inactive. This portion is not only subject to breakage, 
but also consumes considerable ‘headroom. and thus makes 

more difficult. Furthermore, in'this particular device ,_ 
the delivery tube'and barrel arev integral parts ‘which com 
plicate their cleaning and general upkeep. 
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y‘low‘er'edf’position, liquid in‘ the bottle is drawn intothe barrel ‘ 
pastéthe first'check valve. and upon lowering the‘ tube; this 
liquid drawn'into-the' barrel is'iforcedpast' the'second check a 
valve‘ todispensean equal {volume of liquid through'the outer 
endofihetubeg~> 1» I " i ‘ Y‘ " \ 

" 'At‘ least that‘ portion of the 
end andithe second 'stop'is made of grass, so that‘ all'the parts 
whichfareexposed to liquid withiri'the'bottlewhe‘n'thevdevice . 

. "is inactive are made'of a‘mate‘rial resistent to the "deleterious 
_ effects of the liquid. in a preferred embodiment of ‘the inven 
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tion, the second stop comprises a coupling between this glass 
portion of the tube and a plastic portion thereof which extends 
externally of the cap to its outer end. 

In accordance with another novel 

‘alongthe delivery tube to permit adjustment of the stroke of 
‘ the plunger. Since this stop is- therefore within the barrel, it is 
not exposed to accidental displacement. In ‘this preferred em 

' , bodiment, a volumetric scale is arranged on the delivery tube 

' The other device, on the other hand,'requires aspeeial large I I' _ 
diameter cap and, ‘thus, cannot be used with standard labour- 

' tory bottles. Furthermore. although the barrel and delivery 
tube may be separated for cleaning; they nevertheless are _con 
nected by‘tubing'not made of glass andv which is thus con 
stantly exposed to the deleterious effects of the liquid in the 
bottle. Still further, ‘a vent in the cap, is always open and thus 
permits evaporation of‘ the liquid- when they'device is inactive 
over long periods of time,v . I ' 
An object of this ‘invention is to provide apparatusiincluding 

a device of this type which does not require a special cap and, 

minimum exposure'to breakage. I ‘1 \ 

further which has minimumv headroom _'requirements and 

above the plunger so that the operator can adjust the stop to a 
position for dispensing a desired volume of liquid." _ y _ 

lnl accordance with another novel aspect f the preferred 
embodiment of the invention, a vent hole is positioned in the 
cap so as to be closed by the second stop when the latter rests 

' on top of the cap.'Also. there is a vent in the barrel connecting 
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its interior with the upper end of the-bottle, so that the 'air , 
space above the liquid in the bottle is vented when the delivery 
tube is'lifted upon actuation of the device, but normally‘closed _ 
when the device isinactive, so as to thereby prevent evaporay, 

' tion of the liquid. ' > 

A high degree of accuracy‘ is obtained‘in the use of the 
' ' device, even when the delivery tube is reciprocated at a fast 

7.5 rate, by usinga nozzle on'the outer end of the-delivery tube 

“Still another object is to provides'ucha device in whichl‘la' ‘ ' ‘ ‘ 
a vent in the ‘capis'automatically closed-when the device is' inaci ' 

provide a device of this type in which '_ If 
the adjustable stop is‘so arranged astobe-protectedagainst ' 

delivery tube between its lower - 

aspect of the preferred ,, 
embodiment .of the invention, the ?rst stop is slidably movable I 
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having an ori?ce therein which is sufficiently small to create 
considerable back pressure in the tube above the check valve 
therein. Thus, even when the stop on the delivery tube above 
the cap is jarred downwardly against the cap, there is little ten 
dency for the ?rst or lower check valve to be moved upwardly 
off its seat. Consequently, there is very little chance for an ex 
cessive amount of liquid to move into the barrel on this 
downward stroke of the plunger. Toward this same end, the 
lower or second check valve may be of a special construction 
for minimizing this leakage past it upon jarring of the cap. In 
one form, there is a third check valve mounted beneath the 
second or lower check valve, which has been found to reduce 
any such leakage by approximately 50 percent. In another 
form, the lower or second check valve is arranged in a laterally 
extending portion of the lower end of the barrel, so that the 
valve member moves laterally between seated and unseated 
positions. In this latter form, therefore, downward jarring has 
little or no vtendency to move the check valve member off its 
seat. ‘ 

In the drawings, wherein like reference characters are used 
throughout to designate like parts: 

FIG. 1 is a vertical section view of the preferred embodi 
ment of this invention, with the cap of the dispensing device 
installed on a reagent bottle and with the delivery tube and 
plunger thereon in their lowered inactive positions; 

FIG. 2 is a partial view of such device, similar to FIG. 1, but 
with the delivery tube and plunger raised to charging position; 

FIG. 3 is an enlarged sectional view through the coupling 
forming the second stop on the delivery tube, as seen along 
broken line 3-3 of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 4 is an enlarged sectional view through the adjustable 
?rst stop, as seen along broken line 4-4 of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 5 is a sectional view of one form of the modi?ed lower 

check valve construction; and 
FIG. 6 is a sectional view of the-other modi?ed form of the 

lower check valve construction. 
With reference now to the details of the drawings, and par 

ticularly FIG. 1, the overall apparatus includes a bottle 10 for 
reagents or the like and having a neck 12 which is in standard 
use in laboratories. This neck 12 has a circular groove 13 on 
the inside of its upper end, and threads 14 about its outer 
upper side to receive a cap 15. For the dispensing device to be 
installed on the bottle, there is an opening 11 in the top of the 
cap of a diameter less than the inner diameter of the neck 12 
of the bottle. 
A glass barrel 16 has a circular shoulder 17 at its upper end 

which seats in the groove 13 in the neck of the bottle, so as to 
support the barrel for depending through the neck and into 
the liquid in the bottle. Barrel 16 includes a plunger chamber 
16:: and a reduced lower end or nozzle 16b which commu 
nicates with the interior of the bottle. A check valve 19, which 
is disposed in the reduced lower end of the barrel, includes a 
tapered seat 20 having a ball 21 adapted to seat thereon for 
normally closing the lower end of the barrel. There is a projec 
tion 22 within the reduced lower end of the barrel, but above 
the seat 20, to limit upward movement of the ball 21 as it is un 
seated. 

Delivery tube 24 has an open lower end connecting with the 
interior of the barrel 16 and extends upwardly therefrom 
through the barrel and the hole 11 in the cap. The lower por 
tion of the delivery tube is enlarged to provide a glass plunger 
23 sealably slidable within the barrel above the check valve 19 
and below the cap. Another check valve 26 disposed in the 
lower end of the delivery tube 24 includes a tapered seat 27 
and a ball 28 adapted to rest on the seat to normally close the 
lower end of the delivery tube. As in the case of the check 
valve 19, upward, unseating movement of the ball 28 of the 
valve 26 is limited by a projection 29 on the interior of the 
tube above the seat 27. 
The opening 11 is somewhat larger than the outer diameter 

of the tube 24 to provide an angular vent hole or space 
between the interior of the barrel 16 and the exterior of the 
device. There is also a vent hole 30 in the upper portion of the 
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4 
barrel to connect the interior of the barrel with the upper end 
of the bottle above the liquid level therein. This venting will 
equalize the ambient pressure outside of the bottle with the 
pressure in the bottle above the liquid, and thereby facilitate 
dispensing of the liquid upon reciprocation of the delivery 
tube. Thus, as previously described, and as will be apparent 
from this description of the drawings, when the delivery tube 
is lifted from its inactive, lower position, check valve 19 will 
be opened to permit a charge of liquid to be drawn into the 
barrel beneath the plunger 23. Then, upon lowering the 
delivery tube, the check valve 19 is closed and the check valve 
26 is opened to force this charge into the delivery tube, which 
in turn displaces an equal volume of liquid through the outer 
end of the delivery tube. , 
The upward movement of the delivery tube and the plunger 

is limited by means of a sleeve 31 about the delivery tube and 
having an upper surface which serves as a stop upon engage 
ment with the lower side of the cap, as shown in FIG. 2. 
Downward movement of the delivery tube and plunger is 
limited by means of a sleeve having a lower surface which pro 
vides a stop for abutment with the top of the cap, as shown in 
FIG. 1. More particularly, a volumetric scale 32 is disposed 
along the length of the delivery tube 24, as by etching thereon, 
so that the position of the stop surface on the upper end of 
sleeve 31 along the scale indicates the volume of liquidiwhich 
is dispensed upon a full stroke of the plunger. 

In accordance with the present invention, the sleeve 31 is 
slidably movable along the delivery tube between different 
positions relative to the scale 32, thereby permitting the 
device to be adjusted for dispensing different. volumes of 
liquid. Thus, as shown in FIG. 4, the sleeve 31 includes upper 
and lower threadedly connected parts 34 and 33, respectively, 
surrounding the delivery tube and an O-ring 35 disposed 
between oppositely facing surfaces on the interior of these 
threadedly connected parts. Thus, as the part 34 is tightened 
down on the part 33, the O-ring 35 is deformed to tightly en 
gage the delivery tube 24 and thus normally hold the sleeve 31 
in a desired position. However, when the part 34 is backed off 
of the part 33 to relax the O-ring 35, the sleeve 31 may be 
moved along the tube 24 to another position relative to the 
scale 32 after which the part 34 may then be again made up 
tightly with the part 33. 
As best shown in FIG. 3, the sleeve 36 not only serves as a 

stop to limit downward movement of the delivery tube 24, but 
also couples a lower glass portion 17 of the delivery tube to an 
upper plastic portion 37. Thus, as previously described, the 
portion of the delivery tube which is normally disposed within 
the bottle and thus subject to the deleterious effects of the 
liquid in the bottle is made of glass, while the exterior portion 
of the delivery tube, which is subject to breakage or other 
damage is made of plastic or other more ?exible material. 
As shown in FIG.>3, the stop 36 thus includes a lower nut 

38, an intermediate, double ended threaded connector 39, 
and an upper nut 40. An O-ring 41 is disposed between op 
positely facing surfaces of the nut 38 and connector 39, and an 
O-ring 42 is placed between oppositely facing surfaces of the 
connector 39 and the nut 40. When the nuts are then made up 
with the connector, the O-rings are deformed into tight sealing 
engagement with the glass portion 17 and the plastic portion 
37 of the ‘delivery tube. - 
As can be seen from FIG. 1, the nut 38 is of greater diame 

ter then opening 1 1, so that when the lower surface of the nut 
seats on the top of the cap in the connecting position of the 
dispensing device, it covers the opening 11. Thus, the venting 
of the upper end of the bottle above the liquid is prevented 
while the device is inactive so as to minimize the possibility of 
evaporation of the liquid. On the other hand, when the 
dispensing device is again put into use, lifting of the'delivery 
tube to charge the barrel will automatically equalize the pres 
sure within the bottle with the ambient pressure, so as to 
facilitate pumping of the charge of liquid in the manner 
described. 1 



5 
As shown in-‘FlG. l, the plastic portion 37 of the delivery 

tube extends a short distance above the coupling 36 and then 
laterally to a point beyond the outer diameter of the bottle 10, 
and then downwardly to a dispensing nozzle 43 on its outer 
end. As shown in FIG. 1, this nozzle has an ori?ce 44 in its 
outer end which is considerably smaller than the inner diame 
ter of the delivery tube. Thus,‘ for the purposes‘previously 
described, downward movement of the delivery tube so as to 
dispense a charge therefrom will impose a back pressure 
within the tube and on the check valve 19. This not only tends 
to maintain the check valve seated, even though the coupling 
36 should be jarred downwardly against the cap, but also will 

’’ deaccelerate this downward movement to a‘ certain extent so 

as to reduce the jarring in any case. . 
The modi?ed lower check valve construction shown in 

FIGS. 5 and 6 may be used either in addition to the restricted 
noule 43 or as an alternative thereto. in the latter case, the 
ability of these alternative check valve constructions to lessen 
the likelihood of overcharging of the barrel upon jarring of the 
coupling 36 against the cap enables the ori?ce 44 in the nozzle 
43 to be enlarged for quicker dispensing. I 
As shown in FIG. 5, in one such modi?ed check ‘valve con 

struction, the lower reduced end of the‘ delivery tube 24 is 
bent to‘ provide ‘a laterally extending portion 241i in which the 
lower check valve 19a is‘disposed. Thus, the seat 28 for this 
check ‘valve extends vertically rather than horizontally across 
the reduced lower end of-the delivery tube, so'that the ball 21a 

, moves laterally or horizontally'towa'rd and away‘ from seating 
position. As‘ a consequence, and as previously described, 
downward jarring upon the cap will have very'little tendency 
to unseat the ball 21a. As‘ in the case of the‘ valve 19, there is ‘a 
projection 22a in vthe tube‘? which limits unseating movement of 
theball.‘ ' ‘j " " "" ‘ i 

f in the modi?ed lower check valve construction of FIG. 6, 
' ‘ the lower reduced end of delivery tube 24 is elongated at24b ' 

to receive a second lower‘check valve 19b beneath thecheck 
'valve,'l9.' Thus, there is‘ a seat 20b on the inner‘e'ndof this 
lower portion'tub‘for a‘ball 2lb,“and fthev upward unseating 
movement: of ‘the ball 21b" is limited by a projection 22b 
thereabove, but below the seat for the ball 19. Since these 
check valve 19 and 19b are in series, they substantially lessen 
overcharging of the chamber by reducing any such seepage by 
approximately one-half. Obviously, this degree of overcharge 
may be further reduced by additional lower check valves in se 
ries with the check valves 19 and 19b. . a ‘ 

From the foregoing it will be seen that this invention is one 
well adapted to attain all of the ends'and objects hereinabove 
set forth, together with other advantages which are obvious 
and which are inherent to the apparatus. , _ 

It will be understood that certain features and subcombina 
tions are of utility and maybe employed without reference to 
other features and subcombinations. This is contemplated by 
and is within the scope of the claims. 
As many possible embodiments may be made of the inven 

tion without departure from the scope thereof, it is tolbe un 
derstood that all matter herein set forth or shown in the ac~v 
companying drawings is to be interpreted as illustrative and 
not in a limiting sense. ' 

lclaim: . 

l. A device for repetitively dispensing liquid from a bottle, 
comprising a cap for attachment to the neck of the bottle and 
having a hole therein; a glass barrel for extension through the 
neck of the bottle beneath the hole in the cap; said barrel in 
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6 
cluding a plunger chamber and a nozzle at its lower end in 
communication with the interior of said bottle; a delivery tube 
disposed in said chamber and extending upwardly within said 
chamber and through the hole in said cap to project from the 
top of said cap; a ?rst check valve normally closing said noz 
zle; a glass plunger on the lower end of said delivery tube and 
reciprocal in said chamber between different vertical positions 
therein above the ?rst check valve, said plunger including ‘an 
opening therethrough communicating with said delivery tube 
and said chamber; a second check valve in the openin in said 
plunger andnormally closing said opening below said elivery 
tube; a ?rst stop surrounding said delivery tube for sliding lon 
gitudinally thereof between adjusted positions above said 
plunger and below said cap to limit the upward movement of 
said plunger; and a second stop separate from the ?rst stop ~ 
and surrounding said delivery tube above said cap and nor 
mally resting on the top of the cap to limit the downward 
movement of said plunger, the portion of the delivery tube 
between its lower end and said second stop being glass. 

2. The device of claim 1, wherein said plunger and delivery 
tube are integral with one another. 

3. The device of claim 1, wherein said second stop com 
prises a coupling between said glass. portion and a plastic por 
tion of the delivery tube externally of the cap. 

4. The device of claim I wherein said delivery tube includes 
a volumetric scale on the portion thereof betweenvsaid ?rst 
and second stops. _ » i ' t 

5. The device of claim 1 wherein said ?rst check valve in 
cludésa pair of check valves arranged in series in said nozzle. 

6. The device of claim 1 wherein said nozzle‘ is L-shap'ed and 
includes a portion extending normal tothe barrel, and said 
?rst check valve is disposed in said portion. ‘ ' i 
“ v_7. Adevice for repetitively dispensing liquid from a bottle, 
comprising a cap-for attachment to the neck of the bottle and 
having a hole therein; a glass barrel for extension through the ' 
neck of, the bottle beneath the hole in the cap, said barrel in; 
cluding a plunger chamber and a nozzle at its lower end in 
communication with the interior oflsaid bottle; a delivery tube 
disposed in said chamber and extending upwardly within the 
barrel and through the hole in saidjcap to project from the top 
of said cap; a ?rst check valve normally closing said nozzle’; a 
glass plunger integral with the lower end of said delivery tube 
and reciprocal in said chamber between different vertical 
positions therein above the ?rst check valve, said plunger in 
cluding an opening therethrough communicating with said 
chamber; a second check valve in the opening in said plunger 
and normally closing said opening; an adjustable ?rst stop 
slidably surrounding said delivery tube above said plunger and 
below said cap to limit the upward movement of said plunger‘, 
a second stop surrounding said delivery tube above said cap 
and normally resting on the top of the cap to limit the 
downward movement of said plunger, the portion of the 
delivery tube between its lower end and said second stop being 
glass, and the portion of said delivery tube above said second 
stop being plastic, said second stopcomprising a removable 
coupling between said glass portion and said plastic portion 
and a volumetric scale on the delivery tube above said 
plunger. - . ' . ' , 

8. The device of claim 7 wherein said ?rst check valve in 
cludes a pair of check valves arranged in series in said nozzle. ‘ 

9. The device of claim 7 wherein said nozzle is L-shaped and 
includes a portion extending normal to the barrel, and said 
?rst check valve is disposed in said portion. 


